
 
First off, elopements are not for everyone and that’s perfectly fine, but I’m guessing
that because you are here you would like to find out more and I hope you find the
following information to be valuable in helping you decide if an elopement is the

right choice for your wedding day. 
The following guide has been created based on my own experiences as a

photographer that has had the pleasure of capturing both elopements and more
traditional weddings. A lot of the following information has also come from

feedback I have received from my couples and from chatting to fellow
photographers who are as mad and passionate about elopements and delivering to

their couples as I am. 
My inspiration for writing this blog was to have clear and valuable information for

my own couples but also to put together an inspiring resource for other couples out
there that are still unsure if an elopement is the right choice for them. I hope you
can tell that I am madly in love with elopements and I hope I can convey some of
this passion and we might have the opportunity to create some magic together in

the very near future. 
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An elopement is a completely intimate, beautiful and romantic wedding
experience that focuses on your love and passion for each other. It is just

the two of you and a very few, if any, valued guests. The focus of the day is
solely on you and your partner. You get to experience the day without any

pressure. 
Can you picture it? imagine, you wake up on your big day completely

relaxed. I have witnessed couples prepare for their elopement wedding
without rushing or panicking just enjoying the little moments like a
leisurely breakfast before getting ready for the day. There are no big

distractions or constant interruptions on your big day and there is no one
you need to please but yourselves or any traditions you need to conform to.

You move through the day at your own leisure, after all, this day of
celebration is for you both to focus on each other, to have tonnes of

intimate moments and to be fully focused on who you are and the love that
brought you to this moment together.  

If you are thinking of an elopement style wedding day for any of the above
reasons then please let me applaud you for coming this far. I can sense that

you crave what should be an authentic experience and look forward to
cherishing each and every moment of your day. Remember you are

completely in charge of deciding how you will spend your wedding day.
Honour who you are as a couple!

I T ’S  A N  E X P E R I E N C E

W H E R E  T H E  F O C U S  I S  O N

Y O U  A S  A  C O U P L E
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What do I mean by authentic? You can be authentic in your own unique way
and celebrate the day on your terms. It can be as crazy an adventure as you

can imagine or it can be a blanket and a picnic in a location that holds
sentimental value to you and your partner. Getting the wedding you always

wanted takes courage, vision and imagination.
You can have your own authentic ceremony experience with an emphasis on

your true selves where you can both be as vulnerable and in love as you
desire. You get to experience the real reason behind your decision to

commit to each other for life - love and passion. This is quite often lost
during a large traditional style wedding. You are authentic because you are
willing to reflect on the day as a celebration of each other in a way that is

true and validates the love you both share for each other.
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An elopement wedding allows you both to focus on your day, its meaning
and the special little moments. A traditional wedding day can take away

from this and be nothing more than a huge distraction. Instead, during an
elopement, you get the pleasure of living in the moment and cherishing the
day instead of being a host to a few dozen people who you cannot always

interact with as you would like to. 
Consider this: If you have a traditional wedding party with 100 guests in

attendance and you spend just three minutes speaking to each of them you
will have spent 300 minutes or 5 full hours just to have a brief chat with

your guests and if you are anything like me three minutes is just not
enough! That’s 5 hours out of your special day gone and that does not even

include the ceremony, the meal, speeches or even the first dance. By the end
of the day you’ll barely remember who you spoke to or what was said. An

elopement is a wonderful alternative but just remember in my opinion based
on past experiences once you go over twenty guests your wedding day

changes from a simple and intimate day to an event that you are hosting. 
You both want to be present on your wedding day and remember all the
little yet important details. By choosing an elopement you get to choose
how your story is told and make it truly unforgettable, you can choose to

surround yourself with laughter and adventure through breathtaking views,
nature filled backdrops with stunning lakes, gushing waterfalls or a sea of

colourful wildflowers - there really are no limits so why limit yourself?

Y O U  W A N T  Y O U R  D A Y  T O

B E  M E A N I N G F U L  F O R

Y O U R S E L V E S .
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Let’s be honest here, we love our families and friends but do you really need
to invite that long lost cousin once removed on your fathers side to the

wedding? I understand lots of families are close but do you really want to
have to entertain them on the day that you are planning to commit to the

one you love?
The drama is not just caused by family and friends but vendors too. The
more vendors you have the more potential there is for something to go

wrong. There is so much to contend with, venues, entertainment, florists,
chef, serving staff and the list goes on and on. There are a lot of people you
rely on to perform on your wedding day and believe me it takes very little to
go wrong to add pressure and distract you from the true purpose of the day.
Not only do you have to worry about all that but you also need to consider
your guests. There are many family dynamics at play when you put them all
in the same room. I have seen so much wedding day drama caused by family
and close friends, sometimes it’s funny, sometimes it’s not that bad but then
there are occasions where it takes away from the entire day for the couple. I
have had couples in the past tell me that their day was over complicated by

small obstacles and if they had the choice to do it again they would be
eloping instead - this also includes me!

Maybe your family is just not supportive, very complicated or opinionated
but the good news is that you simply do not have to deal with this on your

wedding day. The day is supposed to be about the two of you and you are in
control of how it plays out. Make it special, make it meaningful and make it

all about love!

S O  M U C H  L E S S  W E D D I N G  D A Y  A N D

F A M I L Y  D R A M A . . . Y O U  K N O W  W H I C H

A U N T  I ’M  T A L K I N G  A B O U T !
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Think back to a time that is memorable and meaningful to you, I can be
pretty sure that whatever memory you are playing out in your mind is this

way because of the experience you had. Great experiences are so much more
memorable than all the other stuff that the status quo dictates is important.

A big question you really need to ask yourself is whether your investment
will be a valuable experience to you. Will you cherish the memories for

decades to come or is it all about the big party on the day?
Consider this: The average cost of a wedding in Ireland according to One 

 Fab Day and Confetti is just over €28,000. Say that number out loud, that’s
€28,000 for one party on one day. This amount of money covers the venue,

the meal (which a lot of is simply wasted), drinks, flowers, cakes, treats,
favours, stationery, transport, fashion and beauty the list goes on.

Now ask yourself if this sounds like the ideal way to spend your hard earned
money or would you prefer a much better return for your investment? Do

you need to have a big party to legitimise your love for each other or would
you prefer to invest in something that means so much more to you both?
Then you also need to consider if this much money could put you under
financial strain or take away some of the luxuries from your lives for a

period of time. If these are all things you are questioning or have thought
about then maybe it’s time to consider an elopement.

Y O U  V A L U E  T H E  E X P E R I E N C E  M O R E

T H A N  A N Y T H I N G  E L S E
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Your big day can be as easy going or exciting as you are! Do you prefer to
stay away from the stress of it all? I’ve seen nerves completely shattered

during weddings and I’ve seen people and vendors fail to deliver on
expectations. I don’t want to make it sound all doom and gloom. I've been to

and photographed some amazing weddings too but I find that couples can
truly reflect on the day and really be themselves when distractions are

minimal. 
What I am really trying to tell you is that I have seen a lot of people become

and behave like completely different people because they have become so
involved in delivering an experience for others instead of making the day an

experience for themselves. This is not what is supposed to happen and it
does not have to happen. The stress is not limited to the wedding day itself
but begins the moment you start planning. Don’t let your once in a lifetime

day become the day that needs to come to an end just so you can relax.
An elopement wedding is a wedding day like no other, it is a day exactly as
you want it to be and what makes it even better? It’s a day you spend with

your soul mate to mark the beginning of the rest of your lives in union. You
get to celebrate your love in your own unique stress free way.

Y O U  D O N ’T  N E E D  A L L  T H A T  S T R E S S

T O  G E T  M A R R I E D
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If you are of the opinion that planning a large wedding is going to be fun
you are absolutely right! I did and I thought it was going to be such an

experience, a chance to bond with my husband and make decisions together.
Then it got hard, little decisions became heated debates and then heated

debates became arguments. People let you down and vendors do too. Dates
change, plans are always changing and then you have to start not just

asking but answering the really big questions.
Who do we invite?Who is going to make up the bridal party?What about plus
ones?What venue do we choose?Can the venue accommodate us?What part
of our budget do we put on food?What kind of entertainment do we want?
I’m not going to lie, just writing that list stressed me out and I’m already

married! These lists can be as long as your arm and all these things require
thought, time and planning and they won't  all go according to plan just

cause additional stress and sometimes utter panic! Remember I did this for
my wedding and I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again, I would have done it

all so differently if I knew then what I know now.
Of course, you are free to spend up to a year planning and stressing over a

day you will only want to get through by the time it arrives or you can make
it a special day for yourselves. Make it relaxing, enjoyable and most of all
fun and when you go for an elopement style wedding you’ll come out the

other end with a full head of hair which I think is a great bonus!

D O  Y O U  R E A L L Y  W A N T  T O  P L A N  A  B I G

W E D D I N G ?
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You could just be a quite introverted couple of humans who need nothing
more than each other to be happy. You want to mark the occasion but have
none of the fanfare the wedding industry dictates you should have. It’s even

possible that you just don’t want to be at a party where you are the focus
and the center of attention.

Or maybe you just really want to be your authentic selves, hold each other
and be relaxed and happy in the comfort and safety of each other's arms and

nature. To look into each other's souls and say how much you love your
partner. 

Eloping truly gives you this freedom; especially if all you want to do is
celebrate your love for each other in an epic way while spreading your

wings and enjoying the moments that are as authentic to you as your love
for each other.

If this resonates with you then an elopement is definitely for you.

M A Y B E  Y O U  J U S T  D O N ’T  W A N T  A L L

T H E  A T T E N T I O N
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Do you always conform to the status quo? Want to do something different
on your wedding day? The world is your playground full of opportunity and

waiting to be explored and experienced. You can make your grand day a
grand adventure.

If you believe that your wedding day and your love deserves to be a
worthwhile experience or that your life is one big adventure together and
you meant to go on as you start then an elopement may be right up your

street.
You could go on that dream all out honeymoon you always talked about and

make your wedding day a part of it. You can exchange your vows in an
awesome location with any backdrop you desire.

There really are no limits if you want something different. Being different
can be utterly amazing and epic. Imagine your first kiss on a mountain top

or a sandy beach as the sun goes down. Sounds awesome, so what’s stopping
you?

L I F E  I S  J U S T  O N E  B I G  A D V E N T U R E

A N D  Y O U R  W E D D I N G  D A Y  I S  N O

E X C E P T I O N
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Couples who elope genuinely care about their wedding day together. They
cherish the moments and treasure the memories. They adore each other and
revere in the shared experience of their wedding day. It is just a huge part

of who they are.
These couples desire the experience and the associated memories - they
care so much that apart from being entirely present they want the day to

last forever, to be relieved and they do this by having amazing photographs
to look back on. 

Elopement photography is not posed or fake; think about it, when you see
breathtaking wedding images I have no doubt that you see the couples

connection and how beautiful the imagery is with outstanding backdrops in
an amazing location. There is real emotion in these photos and they are real

moments captured forever. 
You will have the time to yourselves and each other when you decide to
elope and you can be sure that together we will capture these beautiful

moments that are genuine, full of love and true to yourselves. 
If any of this sounds like a vision that suits you then let’s talk...
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